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In this paper, we present two necessary and sufficient theoretical notions that
have to be taken into account for an ITS to dynamically build relevant stu-
dent models: non-monotonicity, and hypothetical reasoning. These notions
issue from the following empirical observations: the student’s cognitive s-
tate evolves in time, he/she may have contradictions in mind, and to diagnose
his/her knowledge from his/her behavior is an uncertain process.

1. Introduction

The purpose of our long-term project is to help French-speaking students to learn
English compounding processes. To reach this goal, an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS,
cf. [1]) approach has been chosen. In order to be able to communicate some knowledge,
an ITS has a module that contains this knowledge: theexpert model. Moreover, efficient
teaching supposes having information about the student who is taught. This set of infor-
mations is usually calledstudent model. Since the student’s cognitive state is not known
during the ITS design phase, the elaboration of the student model is obviously a dynam-
ic process. This process is performed by adiagnostic module, by analyzing the student
behavior and then determining his/her knowledge. The information about the student is
used by the ITS to optimize the learning situation, i.e. to choose the pedagogical strategy
which is the most adapted to the student, or to dynamically produce individualized exam-
ples, counter-examples, exercises, explanations, etc. Thus, the more accurate and sound
this information is, the more optimal the learning situation is. Besides, an ITS generally
contains aninterfacethat enables communication between the system and the student.

In our project, the expert model contains the knowledge corresponding to the pro-
cesses that a native English speaker uses while producing a compound from a definition
in natural language (e.g. producing “truck-driver” from “someone who drives trucks”, or
“cucumber-fish” from “a fish that looks like a cucumber”) and, conversely, producing
a definition for a given compound. These compounding processes are directed bycon-
cepts. These concepts come from issues of linguistic theories. Up to now, we only treat
a subset (although very productive) of the whole linguistic knowledge: as far as we are
concerned, acompound wordis a noun (N) or verb (V) made up of two constituents: N-N,
N-V, V<suffix>-N, or N-V<suffix>, where<suffix> can be either-eror -ing. For exam-
ple, a concept, notedright-headed , states that the semantic of a compound is directed
by its right-headed element: theheadof the compound (“fish” in the preceding example).
Another concept, specific to the N-N compounds, concerns the retrieval of the underlying
semantic relation between the two constituents. In this case, P. Downing [2] issued that
the underlying semantic relation depends on the semantic class of the head of the com-
pound: for example, if the head denotes an animal (e.g. “cucumber-fish”), then Downing
predicts a resemblance link (among others) between the two entities of the compound (this
concept is denoted byDowning/animal ). The combination of theright-headed



andDowning/animal concepts (among others) permits to automatically obtain the se-
mantic of “cucumber-fish”. In the case of deverbal compounds, i.e. the ones formed with
a suffixed verb, another concept (among others) has to be applied: the Argument Linking
Principle, notedALP, issued from the works of R. Lieber [3]. This concept states that
the verbal constituent of such a compound possesses arguments that must be satisfied for
the verb to be used correctly. For example, the verb “drive” can be seen as needing two
arguments: anagent, and atheme. So, when it is used in the compound “truck-driver”,
theagentof “drive” is the noun “driver”, and thethemeis the noun “truck”. By doing so,
theright-headed andALPconcepts allow to define “truck-driver” as being “someone
who drives trucks”. The expert model has already been implemented (cf. [4]).

Our current works focus on the student modeling problem. From a theoretical point
of view, studying automatic student modeling enfolds two complementary tasks: deter-
mining the way the ITS represents student knowledge, and the processes used by the
system to dynamically acquire this knowledge [5]. Because the student is, by definition,
in a learning situation, his/her knowledge will evolve in time. Thus the student modeling
system has to cope with this temporal evolution. An empirical study has been done, to list
the characteristics that the knowledge representation and the acquisition processes must
have for the ITS to dynamically elaborate a relevant student model.

The first section presents the empirical study, and, more precisely, the results con-
cerning the set of properties that characterize a student modeling system.

The second section deals with the theoretical consequencies that follow from the
preceding empirical observations.

2. Empirical study

First, we briefly describe the context and contents of the tests that we have submit-
ted. Then we present the results of a manual analysis of these tests, as far as a characteri-
zation of the student modeling problem is concerned.

2.1. Description

Nine preliminary versions of the tests have successively been elaborated. These
versions were built incrementally, in order to obtain a final version (the tenth one) that
would be optimal for our purposes. Thirty-one persons have completed these first ver-
sions. Nineteen of them were native French speakers. The others were mainly native
English speakers.

The last (tenth) version of our test has been submitted to ninety-three students. All
of them were native French speakers in the third year of study after theirbaccalauréats.
Before the test, they had a lesson about English compounds.

The incremental elaboration of the tests has shown that three types of exercises
are necessary in order to gain information about the whole set of concepts related to the
English compounding processes:

• a definitionexercise, in which the student is asked to give the definition of a given
compound word. Twenty definition questions were asked, each having its own goal
as far as the dynamic elaboration of the student model is concerned;



• a constraint productionexercise, where the student has to produce a compound,
given a definition. Here, fourteen questions are necessary for our current purpose;

• a free productionexercise, in which the student has to produce as many correct
compounds as possible, assembling given words (“house”, “keep”, “dog”, “pill”,
“house”) and suffixes (-er, -ing, -ity, -ment). The last two suffixes were only given
to test whether the students will tend to use them even if they should not.

Some remarks that may influence the analysis have to be done before presenting
the results of the manual analysis. First, the number of blank answers is rather low. This
may be due to the fact that either the subjects were voluntaries, or that the test has been
submitted during an official exam (which is the case for the majority). A second remark
is that, for the same reasons, we set the hypothesis that the incorrect answers were not
due to inattention. Moreover, it is worth pointing out that only a few answers were not
manually analyzable. Finally, because we decided not to treat the problem of lack of
vocabulary, a French glossary was given with the test. Thus the incorrect answers are not
due to vocabulary.

2.2. Characterization of the student modeling problem

The manual analysis tends to prove that three general notions seem to characterize
the student modeling problem.

First, it follows from the analysis that the formalism used to represent the student
knowledge must be able to representinconsistent knowledge. This issue is also pointed
out in Ikeda, Mizoguchi, and Kono’s work [6]. Indeed, for almost each concept, some
students used correctly this concept for almost all the questions, but nevertheless used
it in an incorrect way for a few other questions. This behavior can be explained by the
existence of inconsistent pieces of knowledge. For example, even for the most commonly
mastered concept, theright-headed one, some students who generally applied it cor-
rectly, defining right-headed compounds (for example answering “a bird that looks like a
giraffe” for “giraffe-bird”), made a mistake when another unexpected difficulty happened.
In such unexpected situations (e.g. a compound whose meaning is difficult to imagine),
these students apparently used the concepts of their respective first languages. They thus
produced left-headed compounds (for native French speakers), defining a “shingle-beach”
as being “a shingle that comes from a beach”. Such knowledge contradiction has to be
represented, in order for an ITS to be able to eradicate them.

Some students seem to detect by themselves such inconsistent pieces of knowledge.
Because they started the test using erroneous concepts, thus making incorrect answers,
they had to go back over their incorrect answers in order to correct them (or conversely,
unfortunately). For example, some students did not use theright-headed concept
when they should have, producing “someone who kills sharks” instead of “a shark that
kills people” for “killer-shark”. When they encountered the compound “shark-killer”,
they realized their errors and then corrected their previous answers. It ensues from this
observation that the formalism must also be able to follow the student’s changes of mind,
i.e. his/hercognitive temporal evolution. J. Self, A. Paiva, and R. Hartley also pointed out
this characteristic in [7]; so did G. Webb in [8].



Another characteristic of the student modeling system deals with the fact that the
diagnosis of the tutor is uncertain, because it may be mistaken. For example, theDown-
ing/animal concept is used to produce the correct answer “a bird that looks like a
giraffe” for “giraffe-bird”. So, if a student gives the correct answer, a manual diagnosis
signals that the student has used thisDowning/animal concept. But this answer may
be actually based on another incorrect concept (say the fact that both constituents denote
elements of the same category, for example), rather thanDowning/animal . Conse-
quently, if a subsequent answer shows the contrary (for example the production of the
definition “a fish that eats cucumbers” for the compound “cucumber-fish”), then the first
diagnosis has to be revised. This ability to revise the diagnoses has to be taken into ac-
count by a student modeling system in order for the student model to be relevant. This
issue is also pointed out by A. Paiva and J. Self in [9].

3. Theoretical consequencies on student modeling

From a more theoretical point of view, the three preceding empirical remarks can
be formalized in terms of two global and domain-independent notions: non-monotonicity,
and hypothetical reasoning.

3.1. Non-monotonicity

The non-monotonicproperty of the student knowledge is mainly connected to the
student’s cognitive evolution. Monotonicity can be formally defined as follows [10]:

if { p1, · · · , pn} ` q then {p1, · · · , pn, r} ` q

wherepi, q, andr denote assumptions, and̀represents the classical deductive relation.
Intuitively speaking, monotony can be stated as the fact that a new information about the
student’s cognitive state never disables the previously acquired ones. On the contrary,
non-monotonicity can then be intuitively defined, using the set theory, as: letB andB′ be
two corpora of information; for a given non-monotonic logicL, B ⊂ B′ does not imply
ThL(B) ⊂ ThL(B′), whereThL(B) denotes the set of conclusions that can be drawn
from B, using the logicL. So a non-monotonic knowledge representation formalism can
take into account the temporal evolution of the student’s knowledge.

This non-monotonic characteristic can be explained, in specific cases, by the fact
that a new piece of knowledge may contradict some previous pieces of knowledge, thus
disabling some inferences. Therefore, non-monotonicity also takes into account the stu-
dent’s possibly inconsistent knowledge.

We have implemented this non-monotonic property of the student knowledge using
probabilistic logic. Probabilistic logic is a numerical non-monotonic knowledge repre-
sentation formalism based upon logic. In our case, anassertionof the logic denotes the
student’s mastering of a given concept. This formalism enables to represent the degree of
confidence in an assertion by associating a numerical coefficient (the probability that this
assertion is true) to each assertion [11]. Within this formalism, inconsistent knowledge
can be represented by the existence, in the student model, of both an assertion and its
contrary. Moreover, this formalism enables to account for the student’s cognitive tempo-



ral evolution, by dynamically computing the probabilities associated to the assertions. To
implement the fact that the more recent an answer is, the more it corresponds to the actual
student’s cognitive state, Webb’sdata agingmechanism [8] can be used. We present a
detailed description of such a probabilistic logic based implementation in [12].

3.2. Hypothetical reasoning

The uncertain characteristic of the diagnosis obliges a human tutor to revise his/her
prior diagnosis. These backtracks can be formalized in terms of hypothesis (un)setting:
diagnosing the use of a given concept corresponds to the setting of the hypothesis that
the student has used this concept, while revising a prior diagnosis corresponds to the
withdrawal of this hypothesis.

So, from a pedagogical point of view, this hypothesis (un)setting aptitude enables
an ITS to behave like a human tutor. Furthermore, this ability allows the ITS to adopt a
pessimistic point of view rather than the previous optimistic one, by setting the hypothesis
that a seemingly correct answer is not correct. This hypothesis will be withdrawn only
when a certain threshold of correct answers is reached. This pessimistic behavior seems
to be closer to the one of a teacher.

The hypothetical reasoning has not yet been implemented. Truth Maintenance Sys-
tems (TMS, cf. [11]) seem particularly adapted to implement such a reasoning, because
they provide a hypothesis (un)setting mechanism. Nonetheless, we already have pointed
out the main important features of such an implementation in a probabilistic logic frame-
work (see [12]).

4. Concluding remarks

We have described two necessary and sufficient notions that, once taken into ac-
count, enable an ITS to dynamically build relevant student models: non-monotonicity,
and hypothetical reasoning. These notions follow from three empirical observations: the
diagnosis is uncertain, student’s cognitive state evolves in time, and the student may have
inconsistent knowledge. Probabilistic logic has been chosen to implement the student’s
cognitive temporal evolution and possible inconsistent knowledge.

The main advantages of our approach over most of the previous published ones lie
in the integration of both these global notions. Moreover, since these notions are domain-
independent, the results presented in this paper may fit other knowledge domains.

Some points have to be further studied. First, from a practical point of view, the
mechanisms for hypothetical reasoning have to be implemented. Moreover, the mech-
anisms that enable to distinguish inconsistence from temporal evolution have to be s-
tudied. Indeed, there can be two reasons why a student initially answers in a correct
way, and, subsequently, in an incorrect way: because he/she changes his/her mind, or be-
cause he/she has inconsistent knowledge. Furthermore, the automatic diagnosis of some
context-sensitive answers (like “I saw Jaws III!” for “killer-shark”) has still to be defined.
The solutions that will be adopted for these different points will enable us to carry a new
empirical study, in order to test the adequation between the actual student’s cognitive state
and his/her model, when the model is elaborated by an automatic student modeler based



on such issues.
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